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AI~STRACT

The theories and attributes associated with the production of

colored flames are presented. Particular attention is given to

flames containing strontium (red), barium (green), sodiit (yellow)

and copper (green or blue). Thermal excitation of vaporized neutral

atoms, molecules and ions is correlated with the emission of atomic,

band and ionic spectra. These spectra are tabulated. The color

contribution of C-typo chemiluainescence, a non-thermal excitation,

is described briefly,

The variability of emitters, emissions and color with the eper-

ating flae temperature is discussed in relation to the thermodynamic

properties of the reactasits and the products of comA•bustion. These

thermal properties are tabulated. Ionization is shown as a con-

tributor to color degeneration. The use of an ionization buffer to

reduce ionization is explained.

Diepending on flame conditions and the wetal being used, the in-

fluence of halogens on the production of color is discussed. The in-

fluence is not always beneficial. The flame equilibrium shift caused

by the halogens is described for oach of the metals. Metals and anions

other than the halides are discussed in relation to their ability to

intensify or suppress emission. The preferred omitters fur each of

the waetals are listed and idealistic postulates are presented which apply

to the production of color In a flame.

" A. .i i i
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20 March 1964

THEORY OF COLORL FLAME, PRODUCTION

1. PURPOSE

a. 'rho purpose of this presentation is to onwii•erato and discuss

the theories and attributes associated with the production of colored

flames.

2. INTRtOUUCTION

a. Ellern states, "--- colored ilamo produ;tion is besot with

unusual problems. These problems are caused by the lack of choice

in the available color-creatian materials, the absorption of light by

the atmosphere, the limits of discrimination by the human eye, and the

chemistry and physics of the processes and substances involved." To

overcome the "lack of choice" problem, additional colo•r-creatin&

materials can be mad© available by inorganic, organic and wetal-organic

chemical synthesis. In order to evaluate new materials, it is necessary

to establish criteria by which the material may be judged.

b. If the chemistry and physics of the processes involved in colored

flame production were,known in detail, it would not be difficult to

S•"tablish• the criteria. because, however, much information is not

available, it is often necessary to judge materials by emipirical methods.

Ullern sumarized most of the problex when he stated, "With increased

and fuller knowledge of the heats of formation, boiling points and

dissociation temperatures of reaction products; and with greater insight

into twe emitting characteristics of gaseous flames and ofr solid particles,

we should eventually be able to build foraulas in a more rational mannur.

- -" -----------
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Lven so, compromises are unavoidable. Uaximum heat output per unit volume,

highest stability, and lowest volatility of end products (lowest volatility

for white light, highest volatility for colored light), and desirable be-

havior of original reactants, may not be attainable In one formula",

One should not interpret this to mean that ther.. u a compl.,)uto void of

knowledge of the chemical and physical processes related to colored light

production. Certain facts and theories are available which can be usod

first to describe the process by which a colored flame is produced and

secondly to evaluate and judge the value of new compounds intended for use

in colored light formulations. It is for this purpose that the theories

related to colored flame production wore collected, formulated and discussed

in this presentation.

S. COLORED FLAME PRODUCTION

a. Mechanism

av: (1) Only a few of tho wore than 100 elemtents are used to impart

a color to a pyrotechnic flame. 1hese are strontium (rod), barium (green),

T copper (green or blue) and 1ediu3 (yellow) Llern status that lithium (red),

boron (green), thallium (green), rubidium (red) and cesium (blue) are also

• ~strong color producers but that their use is not practical because of' cost,

toxicity or the nature of the compounds, All of these elements have cortai.

properties and characteristics in common which ccntribute to colored light

" oemission.

(2) Colored flames are produced by excitation of metallic spectra.

At the high temperature of the flaime, the salt or metal is vaporized, and

part or all of the gaseous molecules &re progressively dissociated to give 4

2
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neutral atoms which are potentially emitting species. Some of the free

metal atoms unite with other radicals or atoms present in the flame. The

vapors of the neutral metal atoms, or of the molecules coniaining the

metal atom, are then excited by the thermal energy of the flame. Ioniza-

tion and exation of the neutral atoms may occur to some degree. From

the excited levels of the atom, or molecule, or ion, a reversion takes

place to the ground state - partly by impacts with other species, partly
2

spontaneously by omission of light. The preceding sequence of events

occurs in rapid succession. Figure 1 may help to visualize the entire

sequence if strontium chloride is used as the vxample.

Figure 1

(Vrom )
+Uj (F:lamo) r UrOII

(Gases)

Solid Gaseous Ngutral Ionized
Molecules•. Molecules --4 tomslz5 _.A~oms

SrC12  * 5~a rC1 -S r + C I r + a

Solid ( (From

Metal U (Flame) -'S rO
Sr Oass)e

b. Spectýum vs 1mitter

(1) Uifferent wavelo.gths of radiation are omitted whenever

different events occur, Mo useful radiation (with respect to colored

fla•os) rosults while the meatal or ietallic compound is a solid or liquid.

As soon as it is vaporied, usetful radiation may result, If the compound

reains as an usdissoc•ated vopotized molocule, it produces a band spectrn=.

When the temperature is reache4 which causes the compound to dissociate

t-,,a . ,•. ,• .... .. .' ' . •...,.•.. ..*• ' ..• .,,, ••"* . •- . .. ............... 3
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to vaporized neutral atoms, a different spectrum results. Neutral

atoms produce an atomic spectrum composed of atomic (arc) lines.

When the temperature is increased further to the point that the electron

is completely removed from the influence of the nucleus, the atom is

ionized. Ionized atoms produce an ionic spectrum composed of ionic

(spark) lines.

(2) Now that a specific event has been described as being

associated with a specific spectrum, the soquence of events shown in

Figure 1 will be reviewed. The solid Srs metal or SrCl2 molecule is

A , vaporized. The SrCl2 molecule dissociates to brCl. The gaseous

undissociated SrKl molecules emit a band spectrum. Thu gaseous neutral

atoms of Sr" emit an atomic spectrum. Tho gaseous neutral Sr' atoms

are obtained from the vaporization of the neutral ir" metal or the

dissociation of the gaseous SrCl molecule. At this point, one of two

things can happen to the neutral Sr" atom. It can be heated until it

ionizes, at which time it emits an ionic spoctrum, or it can combine

with an anion such as the hydroxide, Wil, radical to orion molecular SrOti.

1This now molecule will emit a band spectrum and will bohavu like thu

SrC1 molecules. As long as it remains as an undissociated gaseous

molecule, it willemit aband spectrum. When the temperature is raised,S~such -that the SrOll dissoctato3 into the neutral Sr' atom and the Oil.

radical, the ST will once again omit an atomic spectrua. it should be

obvious by now that the entire system is temperature dependent.

(3) Up to this point, spectra were discussed in terms of

radiation resulting from thermal excitation. When radiation results

from non-thermal excitation it is described as one of three typos of

4
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chemiluminescence. For purposes of colored pyrotechnic flames, the
31,36

C-type cherAiluminescence is most important,. It results from the for-

mation of an excited molecule directly in the excited state in amounts

bearing little or no relation to the ground-state concentrations. This

is a molecular, as opposed to an atomic, phenomenon. Colorful band

systems for metallic-Oil molecules, particularly for barium, strontium
5

and copper, are probably due to molecules that have no independent

existence outside the flame. An equation representative of the C-type

chemiluminescence is

Cu + eki + X---CuLil .o+ X

where X is a third body such as 112U. "i2 or N2 and CuOli is the directly formed
20,22

excited molecule. Caydon discusses chemiluminoscencu in relation to I'i
flame reaction processes and equilibria.

(4) There is a group of molecular emitters that do not provide

desirable colors to pyrotechnic flames. S(oe of these ewitters are 011,

CU, 02- tii, C2 and '12 U. They make up the background radiation of the

flaute and will be present as long as organic binders or metal-organic

compounds are used in colored flares. All of those radicals and mole-

cules emit a band spectivm,.

(5) Another spectruv that exists in colored flame pyrotechnics
I

is due to continuous radiation and is called a continuous spectrum or j
* continuum. No metal is free from a continuous spectrum, especially

when present in large amounts. The continuous spectrum is normally a

very wide, undifferentiated band.

(6) For details concerning the theory of spectra, the reader is
18 29

referred to books by Gaydon and Pauling.

S}
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(7) Not only do different metals emit different spectra, but

also any given metal may radiate several spectra simultaneously. lo

complicate the matter even more, all the lines and bands responsible for

the colors in colored flare flames have not been assesibled in composite

form. Therefore, to fill this void and to make information roedily

available for reference in later discussion, data was assembled concerning

the important lines, bands and continuum for strontium, barium, copper,

sodium, lithium, boron, thallium, rubidium, cesium and potassium. This

data is in Appendix I.

c. Emitters vs Tesperature and Color

(1) Thus far, it has been established that gaseous metals or

metallic compounds will emit various spectra when excited in a flame.

The different types of spectra wore introduced in relation to the dogroe

or type of excitation involved. The eleoments which impart a strong rod,

green, yellow or blue color to a flame wore listed. It was also stressed

that the flame spectrum that results from the metal excitation is temperature

dependent. If the composition of the ftlae is known to the extent that

the emitters are identified, the flame spectrum corresponding to these

emitters will be composed predominantly of energy radiating in wavelengths

which the eye associates with a particular color. Thus, the apparent

* color of a pYrotechnic flamo can be explained by relating the wavelengths

of energy which correspond to that color with emitters which radiate in

k that wavelength. As mentioned previously, the existence in,or absence

from, a flaxe of a given emitter spocios is rolated to the flame t•mporature.

'Il"refore, in an effort to describe the color production mechanism, it

is not only necessary to identify the emitting specie biut also it is necessary
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to specify the flame temperature.

d. Temperature

(1) For purposes of this discussion, colored pyrotechnic flames

will be described assuming a flame temperature of 2000OK. Most colored

pyrotechnic flames will probably exceed that temperature. In comparison
0

to other flames, the 2000K reference temperature is equal to the temperature

of an illuminating gas-air flame. The maximum theoretical temperature
I

of an oxygen-hydrogen flame is about 3050*K and that of an oxygen-acetyleav
6

flame is about 3325"K. Dean gives 2450*K as the operating temperature

of an oxygen-hydrogen flame and 2800*K for an oxygen-acotylene f'lame,

"The seemingly low reference temperature was soelected primarily to later

show that many molecular substances are decomposed below this temperature

and, therefore, cannot be considered as emitters at or above this tem-
23

perature. The reader is referred to Gaydon for infoiuation concerning the

nmeasurement of flame temperature.

(2) There are several temperature-energy relationships that will

be used for estimating certuain occuroneas. For example, in an oxygen-

acetylene flame (2800'K), Omission is limited to lines whose excitation

Spotential is less than N,5.5 tv or 127 K cal/mole, UnO electron volt

per molecule is equivalent to 23.US3 kilocalories per gram mole. At
++ ~2000Oý, it is estimatted that molecules with a dissociation energy of +

•, 75 K cal/mole (3.26 wi/molecule) or loss will not be present in an

appreciable amount and that molecules with a dissociation ernorgy of US

K cal/mole (4.13 cv/molecule) and larger can be formed and will be

stable. Nominally, the 2000"X flame is equated to 3.7 .cv/molecule or 85I .7
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30

K cal/nolle. For diatomic molecules, the dissociation energy is related

to the heat of formation and to bond strength.

(3) It is emphasized that the preceding relationships were pre.

ý;ented fur estimating purposes and must not bo used quantitatively.

The reason fhr this obvious lack of accuracy results from the lack of

complete i-nderstanding of pyrotechnic flame mechanisms. The high tem-

perature chemistry involved is not always predictablz using room tem-
12

periture theory. Brewer and Searcy were quoted as having dofined high

temperature chemistry as the chemistry of systems at sufficiently high

temperatures so that the oxidation states, compounds and general chemical

behavior differ appreciably from those at room temperature. This definition

emphasi..es the probability that new and possibly unorthodox theories must be

formulated to explain high temperature phenomena.

e. Energy Definitions and Rolationships

(1) Various eneray terms have already been used in this presen-

tation. To make certain their usage is understood, they are defined as:

(a) Excitation Potential a Excitation Energy:

1. The energy necessary to bring an atom, molecule, atomic

nucleus, etc., from the ground state into an excited state. Lxamplo of

use: IA Appendix I the atomic spectrum strontium line v4607.3 is shown

with an excitation potential of 2.7 electron volts. Thus, 2.7 ev/molecule

is necessary to excite this strontium line. From the preceding discussion A

of temperaturei a 2000"K flume w~a approximated as 3.7 ev/molecule or 85

K cal/mole. A 2000'K flame, therefore, has sufficient energy to excite the

X ai!• \4607.3 atomic spectrum .strontium line but will not excite the 4.3 LV atomic

8 1
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spectrum strontium line X4832.1. With a 4nowledge of the flame tom-

perature and its relationship to energy. the excitation potential is a.

measure used to determine whether or not a particular spectrum line will

be emitted.

(b) Ionization Potential aIonization Energy:

1. The energy per unit charge, for a particalar kind of

atom, necessary to remove an electron from the atom to infinite distance,

bxample of use: In Appendix I the ionic spectrum strontium line X4077.7

is shown with an excitation potential of 8.7 ev. 'rho ionization potential

for strontium is shown as 5.69 cv. Thus, S,69 ev is necessary to remove

the first electron from the influence of the strontium nucleus and an

additional 3.01 cv is necessary to excite the X4077.7 ionic line for

strontium. The previous d.iscussion of temperature compared the oxygen-

acetylene flame to 5.5 e. Thus, the oxygon-acetylone flame cannot be

expected to excite the A4077.7 ionic line to any appreciable degree. Some.

ionization of strontium will, however, occur. The first ionization poten-
27

tials for the 10 elements being discussed are:

K Cal/mole electron volts
Lithium -- 123M
Sodium 118.4 5.14
Potassium 100.0 4.34
Rubidium 96.3 4,18
Cesium 89.7 3.89
Thal1ium 140.8 6.11"
Barium 120.1 5.21
Strontii.m 131.2 5.69Boron 111.2 8.29

*178.1 .77

Copper 7 .17,.73 •, ': ",,:,i

. ~(C) D 95cato kne~y

1. ..he. ne"y". n .G ssary fo, - t., 'CO* t .' o n fro*

. .. .. . . .. .. ,
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each other of the two atoms forming a diatomic molecule, or for the

removal of an atom or a group of atoms from a polyatomic molecule, More

exactly, the dissociation energy is the difference between the energy of

the molecule and its dissociation products in their respective ground

states. If, therefore, the actual dissociation process leads to atoms (or

radicals) in excited states the dissociation energy is the energy needed

for their separation minus the excitation energy. Example of use:

Dissociation energies for various diatomic and polyatomic molecules are

listed in Appendix 1I. Those values in conjunction with the heat of

formation and free energy of formation are used to hypothesize the existence

of molecules in a flame. Sodium hydride, for example, has a low dissociation

energy and heat of formation and slightly negative free energy of formation.

Converael.-, these thermodynamic characteristics are numerically large for

sodium fluoride. Thus, at high temperatures, sodium fluoride would be

expected to be stable whereas sodiuwhydride would be expected to decom-

pose.

(d) Unthalpy * Heat Content, It.

1, Thermodynamic potential defined as

1i - L + PV

where L is the iitMnal energy of the system and PV is prossure-volume.

(a) Heat of Formation

1. The increase of heat content of the system when one mole

of a substance is formed from its elements. Hrxample of use: Hieats of

Formation for various compounds are listed in Appendix 11. in a manner

similar to that described for dissociation energy, heat.of formation is used

10
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as a measure to estimate the existence of a compound in a flamo at high

temperature. This means is somewhat unreliable because of entropy changes.

(f) Entropy, S.
33

1. The energy per degree of absolute temperature that

cannot be recovered as work. hntropy, S, is related to free energy and

enthalpy by

Ut ' F ÷ TS.
+J

(g) Free Energy of Formation, AF
35

1. The free energy change accompanying the formation of the

compound at unit activity from the elements also at unit activity. Free

energy of formation is defined by the relationship

34
Lixxanple of uren: The sign of the free energy change of a process is very

significant. A minus sign denotes that the reaction tends to proceed

spontaneously. A positive sign indicates that the reaction is nonspon-

taneous and when AF v 0, the system is at equilibrium. A negative free U
energy change for a process does not necessarily mean that the process

will take place. It is morely an indication that the process can occur,

provided the conditions are right. It is the sign of the free energy

change which determines whether the potentiality to react exists and it

is the magnitude of the free energy change which tells how large that

potentiality is. Thus, the free energy of formation of a compound may be ¶
used to hypothesize thu existence of the compound in a flane. Froo

energies of formation at 2000%K are given for many compounds in Appendix

S~II.

n I

p'
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Sf. Ionization

(1) Ten elements have been mnonticmed previously as being asso-
ciated with the production of a colored flamue. It is interesting to

note that five of these are in Group I of the Periodic Table. They are

lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium and cesium, Two of the ton elemncnts,

* barium and strontium, are in Group 11 of the Periodic Table. In addition,

these seven also have ionization potentials of such magnitude that

ionization in a flame can be expected. Table I gives the percent ioniza-

tion of the aforementioned seven elements in relation to various operating

flame temperatures.

Table I

Ionization Air- Hydrogen- Acetylene-I ' Potential Propane Uxygen Oxygen
1Ulement cv 22000K 2450K 2800UK

Lithium 5.39 QO.Ul 0.9 16.1

Sodium 6.14 0.3 5.0 26.4I Potassium 4.34 2.5 31.9 82.1
Rubidium 4.18 13.5 44,4 89.t
Cesium 3.d9 28.3 b9.6 9b.4
Strontium 5.a9 '0,1 2.7 17,2

Iarium 5.21 1.0 8.b 42.8

"The Saha equation,

log K 0 ' + .log T -6.50. + logki.L

where L is the ionization potential in electron volts, T the absolute

temperature and the g terms are the statistical weight of the ionized

atom• the electron and the neutral atom, is used to determine the change, in

the degree of ionization with temperature% For alkali (Group I) metals

the final term is zero; for the alkaline earth (Group II) metals the final

term is 0.6.

121.i

-- • mm= • t" •'|r*", ,sI
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(2) At.2200*Ko :exCept for rubidium and cesium, Table I shows

very little ionizstioa." Thus, at the 20006K reference temperature chosen

for this presentation, even leas ionization can be expected. An increase

of relatively few degrees to 24$0'K shows a significant Increase iai

iwiization, Therefore, unless the flare is operating near or below 2200%,

a significant amount of ,ionization must be anticipated,

(3) For purposes of colored flame production, there ake several

flame cheracteristicsa~sociated with ionization which make ionization

undesirable. This is, of course, why pyrotochnic formulators have always
4

attempted to crests ,cool" buring compositions. The spectrum of the ion

is coaspetelydifferont froe the spectrum of the neutral atom and resembles

the spectrum akitted by the emment of preceding atomic number. HLowever,

because of the additional positive charge on the nucleus, the zero energy

iewvl is higher thain for the element of preceding atomic number, and con-

sequently the oiasigio linevs *e displaced toward the ultraviolet. There-

fore, when appreciable ionization occurs a reduced quantity of the desired

wavelength of etergyis eamitt$ and as a result, the flame color deteriorates.

This occurs first because the ion is emitting an ionic spectrum which, tor

pyrotechhoc purposes, is undesiTable and secondly because of that ioniza-

tion, a reduced number of un4tral atoms are left to omit in the desired

atomic VpectWm at to for msolecules which would emit the desired baud

sp~ectrum,

(4) If ionization ocUxs in a £ lmae dependent on barium for its

color, the. deterioration in color becomes more noticeable than it would

in a COmParolo sodium or.'tr:.tium dependent flare because:

"(aj Many emisoigns within the desirable atomic and band spectra are

13
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in the yellowish-green wavelength instead of deep green to blue-green

and therefore do not, even under ideal conditions, provide a large

contrast with yellow..,and

(b) The intensity of the barium spectrum is less than that of

strontium or sodium and therefore any reduction in emission due to

ionization will be more noticeable,..and
40

(c) Due to reduced luminous efficiency and increased atmospheric

attenuation in this wavelength, the visibility is reduced even further.

by coparing the differences between the ionic and atomic spectrum for

barium or strontium, as shown in Appendix I, the reader can readily

visualize the color (wavelength) shift. No ionic 3pectrum was given

in Appendix I for sodium or the other Group I alkali metals, These ionic

spectra, as indicated earlier, would be expected to resemble the atomic

spectra of the inert gasea with a shift toward the ultraviolet, In any

event, a styont,distincý, desirable color would not be expected from ionized

alkali metals such as are emitted by their neutral atomis as atomic spectra. (

(5) Ionization in flames has been studied very extensively. 'rho
24 25,32,37 26.38

readur is referred to Gaydon, Sugden and others for additional information

concerning such ionization.

g. Ionization Buffer

(1) Occurrence of ionization of wetal vapors, especially the

alkali metals, strontium and barium, has already been described. Ionization

of barium has already been described. Ionization of bariums in a barium

based flawe has been described as being particularly detrimental to emission

of the desired green color. Otne meanb for reducing ionization is to

14
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reduce the temperature. This relationship was previously described. l'rum

a practical standpoint, to reduce tho oparating tomperature to the point

that ionization of barium would be nogligible may result in an unserviceable

pyrotechnic for reasons other tba, color. It is, therefore, desirable to

be able to suppress barium ionization by means other than temperature

reduction. This can be accomplished by the addition of an easily ionized

metal to the flame. In M1ilitary 1yrotechnics, potassium, usually in the

form of the perchlorateo is used to buffer the ionization. The selection of

the perchloratu salt of potassium instead, for example, the nitrate salt,

is to provide not only the buffer effect and oxygen supply but also a

halogen supply. Halogen influence% will be discussed separately.

(2) Continuing with the ionization buffer discussion, the ionization

of barium can be described as:

Potassium, which is even more readily ionizable than barium, can be des-

cribed In a similar manner:

' [: K'•K 4 + ÷e.,

t If conditions which approach equilibrium are assumed, then by Le Chatelier's

Law Of Mass Action the electrons readily produced by the potassium ioniza-

tion will bring vtress to bear on the barium equilibrium, thereby displacing

the barium reaction toward the neutral atom. In so doing, less barium is

Sionized leaving more barium to omit its atomic spoctrua or to form a com-

pound which will emit its band spectrum.

(3) The effect of potassium on color should be noted. The ionized

, ~potassium will emit a spctrum which r¢esembles the atosaic spectr'um for a•rjon

!i 15
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whose strongest lines are in the deep red and near infrared. As seen

from the thermodynamic properties listed in Appendix 11, except for the

halogen salts, potassiusm will exist as the neutral atom in flames over

2000 0K and, therefore, will emit the characteristic purplish-red and bluish-

purple atomic lines listed in Appendix 1, Flate emission spectra for

the potassium-halogen salts could rot bt located. The ionic and atomic

potassium spectra will not cause appreciable interference iii u strontium-red

flame. Someto:•,sa zore interf¢erece would be expected in a barium-green

f'lame. Fortunately, however, the benefits of the ionic buffering action

outweigh the disadvantage of" tire olef-color ionic and atomic spectral emissions.

Ih. 1alogen Influepcos and Color Production

(1) Long ago, pyrotechnicians started to add halogens, in sao u

form, to pyrotechnic compositions in order to intensify or enhanco the

color. Chlorine in the form of a parchlorate salt is frequently used for

this purpose. In addition, non-oxidizing chlorinated additives such as

hexuchlorobenzene and polyvinylchlorida are also used. Although the effect

is known, the wachanism is not completely anderstood.

(a) barium-Strontium
14

1. Lllern credited ilart as reforritng to the rod flame as I
due to aolecular bands in the rod region, caused by molecular strortium

oxide azid chloride, and diluted with other lines and bands from incandescent

particles. Uart also referred to the green flame as being due to bright

blue bands from copper and barium chloride in the 4OU-5O000 and SOO-.5S00

ang•trom region. More rucent information leads to a slightly different
i <l~ep lanation, i

L1
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2. Colored flame pyrotechnic compositions contain organic

binders and chlorinated organic molecules. The combustion (oxidation)

of these organic molecules provides the flame gases with a source of atomic

and molecular hydrogen, neutral and negatively charged hydroxyl radicals,

atomic and anionic chlorine and other materials. The low, 57 K cal/mole,

dissociation energy of molecular chlorine as shown in Appendix 11 leads

to the absence of molecular chlorine from the flame. Using barium as the

example metal, several combinations can be expected.

Cl + HI + o+ •l Ci ÷ l0

OHi +a ~a=:i auli

Cl Qý laa oicl.

The combination of chlorine and hydrogen to form hydrochloric acid is

spontaneous at 20UO*K since the free energy of formation is -25.5 K cul/mole,,II
Once formed, the liCl can be expected to be stable at temperatures in ra-

sonablo excess of 2000*K since the dissociation energy is about 1OU

K cal/mole. The high likelihood of HUI formation plus the stability after

formation causes an excess of the ol radical. This excoss, in turn, r#pres.eS

jt, the diatonic metal chloride, daCl, formation and increases the triatomic

"metal hydroxide, OaUl, formation. Another consideration with respect to

"the suppression of the 6aCl formation is the low, S1 K cal/mole, dissociation

-energy of the diatomic chloride. Enhancement, therefore, results by shifting

the equilibrium toward the formation of Dahll which, as shown in Appendix 11,

"emits in the green wavelength. Pyrotechniciwns prof•r BaUHl formation over

Bal foivation because the BaO band spectrum encompases awny undesirable wave-

lengths. 64O would probably form in greater quantities if the DaUll for-

17
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mation wero not promoted by the equilibrium shift caused by the chlorine

addition. As a consequence, if &OH formation is increased at the exponso

of UaO, this$ in itself, will result in a more desirable or enhanced

color.

-. Halogen enhancement of strontium is analogous to that

described for barium. In both instances, because the pyrotechnic comnpoui-

tions are usually saturated with the metal and halogen, a vory substantial

aount of the metal halide will be present in the flame in addition to

the hydroxide. The halide formation with bariunt and strontiLU is not

objectionable because these molocules fortunatoly also omit energy as

defined by their molecular biud spoctrum in the desired wavelength.

(b) Alkali Metals

1. The halogen offect with respect to thu alkali metals

is different from that just described for barium and strontium. Genqrally,

because the desirmbl. emission from the alkali metals is the atomic spectxim

of the neutral atoms, the addition of a halogen will not result in on-

hiancemont. The desired emission of the atowic spectruw will be substantially

reduced because of salt formation.

2, All the alkali matals will not behave identicaily

37
becauso of tho stability differencos in their hydroxide, Sugden points

out that at 2245K, LiOU is very stable whereas NaUlH is so unstable as to

be effectively absent from the flamu. Among the alkali metals, the

3tability in decreasing order is

In a manner similar to that used for barium and strontium, and using

18
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rubdidim as the ex.aple metal, several combinations can be expected

Cl + 11 * OH 4 C1 + Oil

Cl + Rb i-:-RbCl

ilcl + Rb ?•tlW. + al

Oli * Rb4 Rbkll

The equilibrium of the last equation will shift considerably tor diffurcut

alkali metals because of the previously mentioned stability dififrences.

The variation in this equilibrium will effect the quantity of halogen

salt formed. Sodium will form NaCI with little or no NaOIl formation,

wheroas lithim will form LiOH and a significant amount of LiCI. In any

event, whether it be hydroxide or halide formation, thL form)atiun of any

alkali ametal compound will reduce the amount of alkali metal neutral atoms

available to radiate their atomic spectrum. because halides stimulate

alkali metal compound folaltion, the halogens must be classed as negativo

enhancement agents in flames containing alkali metals. In contrast,

halogens are positive enhancement agents in flames containing the alkaline

earth metals because, under those conditions, the hydroxide and halide

band spactra are proferrod over the atomic spectrum,

(c) Boron

1. When boroe is added to a filuke, the green color which

results is due predowinwAtly to ou.). ýom BO is probably also formed which

omits mostly in the blue to ultravloaett From thermodynamic data listed in

Appendix 11, it is concluued that the boron oxides lre not only very

likely to form (APk$igh) but also very stablq (Iligh dissociation Onurgy).

Lxcept for iodine, the bor*n .talidvLs also' aro identiiiod with high true
t
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energy of formation and dissociation energy. If the halide band

spectn"a were predominantly green in nature,, the addition of a halide

would be beneficial. On the contrary, howaver, 11; has an undesirable

yullow system and 81r and Xi emit primarily in near ultraviolet.

If, therefore. a halogen other than iodine were introduced, a stable

halide would form. This, in turn, would reduce the anount of the oxidec

present which was radiating in the beneficial green wavelengths. The

net result would be a shift toward blue with a negative enhancemont

with respect to green.

(4) Thallium
11

1. The great bulk of the thallium in a flame is present

as the free element. The green flamo color is, therefore, due to the

neutral atom atomic spectnm. Oxide and hydroxide formation do not

occur in the flawe to any appreciable degree. The more electroneg&ativu

halogens will form reasonably stable halides in the ilwme. These can I
be expected to emit band spectra. Thallium fluoride, chloride and

brouide omit in the deep blue to near ultraviolet wavelength. Those

omissions are of no particular value for green flame production. Thus,

when a halogen is introduced, some stable halide forms. This in turn

reduces the esoumt of tho neutral atoms which are radiating in the

desired green lines. The net result is a shift toward blue with t

negative enh~ancement with rospect to green.

(e) CopperI P
1. The great bulk of the copper in a flame is present

as the frut atom with not wore than 10% as Cu•. Appendix I shows an

Ludesirable band spectrW for CuU in the orange region and weok bands2u -'
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in the green region. The free copper atoms emit a weak green line
0

at siuSA. The composite of these emissions would indicate a weak

polluted greenish color. Contrary to this, copper, when introduced into

a flame, exhibits a strong yeolowish green color, 'Tis is attributed to

CuOll molecular emission. Note that CuOlI formation is recognized even

in the absence of halogens. In limiited amounts, this is true also oif

barium, strontium and lithium.

2. During the discussion of the other metals, thermally

stable salt formation was described as a result of halogen addition.

Appendix II shows generally low dissociation energies for copper com-

pounds. This accounts for the flame composition being predowii••ntly free

copper. When halogens are added to a copper flame, the color changes

from green to blue. By the postulates laid down for bariwe and strontium,

the addition of halogen to a copper flame would be expected to form the

halide acid causing excess Ot which, in turn, would combine with the mutal

to enhance the color emission by radiating the band spectrum. Because of

the low dissociation energy, the halide salt would not be expected to

form in large amounts. 1hiis explanation based on thermal considerations

and room temperature theory does not appear to hold true for copper. This

is obvious because blue color results instead of an enhanced green.
3Mat appears to be a serious flaw in the argument is,

in fact, vupport for the theory of chemiluminosconce and is readily ex-

plained without deviation from the basic argument. When halogen is added

to a flawm containing copper, a small amount of the copper halide salt will

form. A small amunt (as contrasted to large) is formed because of the low

21I
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dissociation energy. Thus the equilibrium favors dissociation. The

small amouwt of halide ssit formed emits a blue band spectrum. This

emission dominates that of the CuOH emission which leads to the con-

clusion that CuGt is probably present in an extremely small quantity.

As in the case of barium and strontium, the halogen combines with hydrogen

to form the halide acid, thereby causing an OH excess which, in turn,

contributes to formation of more CuOIL. Also, as in the case of bariui

and strontium, although more metalhydroxido is formed, the metal halide

is formed in even greater amounts. because the strontium and barium

netal halides emit in desirable wavelengths, the net result is a quanti-

tative increase of emission in desirable wavelengths. In the case of

copper, however, the increase in CuOH is outweighed by the increase in

copper halide formation, thus resulting in a shift from •CuOi green emission

to blue copper halide emission.

4. The preceding discussion was based on thermal con-

siderations. Gaydon, in discussing carbon monoxide flames, suggested a

catalytic effect which should be considered in addition to thermal

Spossibilities. He stated, "Another persistent impurity in the spectra 4

±of CO flames is CuCi. These bands are strongest in the blue and blue-

green and are degraded to the red. The reason why these bands occur so

readily- in CO but not other flames is something of a mystery; it is

possible that CuCI acts as a catalyst in the oxidation and receives ox-

citation energy from the process".

(f) Metal Halide Molecule Lxcitation ,

1. Dean states that tho halide radical will tend to lesson

4 •. 22
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the attraction of the electron to the nucleus and thus render easier

the excitation process. This feature is of importance particularly

in flames containing barium or strontium. In these flames a major part

of the color is due to molecular excitation and a significant portion of

the emitting molecules are the halide salt, The fact that the excitation

process is made easier by the halide loads to a net increase in emission.

This increase is also considered to be halide enhancement.

(g) Halogen Selection

1, The color of pyrotechnic flames is dependent on the

volatile material in the flame. This material may be the neutral atom,

a diatomic or polyatomic molecule or ions. Color then is dependent on

the ability to keep the materi.al volatilized within the flame. The ability

to keep material volatillzed within the flame is, among other things,

related to its boiling point and heat o• fusion. It is logical to concluAo

that, for. a flaize with a given amount of energy, the amount of the material

in the f lame is a decreasing function of its boiling point. Thus a low

boiling point favors a larger quantity of volatilized matter in the flame.

2. It has already been established that halogens are

added to pyrotechnic colored flare compoaitions to benefit from thoir

enhancement offcet. When the imetal halide is used as an emitter, it is

desirable to keep it volatilized. Since the more electronegative halogens

form salts with higher boiling points, the electronegativity of the halo-

gen will be relatet' to the quantity of halide salt which a flame can

keep volatilized,, -The halogen electronegativity scale is:

S. ,• . " , F>C •I~r•I23
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'rh complete electronagativity scale of the elements has been tabulated
28

by Paauling. Without considering other factors, iodine would be the

bost cho.ce to provide a low boiling material. See Appendix 11 for a

listing of melting and boiling points. Some iodides are, however, un-

stable at the flame temperature, A more electronegative halogen must,

therefore, be selected. Another important consideration is the band

spectrum that the metal halide will emit, These bauid spectra are described

in Appendix I. Although, for example, a metal iodide is stable, its

spectrum may not be beneficial to the desired color. In this instance,

a compromise will probably result. A more electronegative halogen with

a higher boiling point will probably be selected in order to obtain a

preferred spectrum. The solectio, of the halogen, therefore, is not

an arbitrary matter. Consideration must be given to such factors as

stability, spectrum and boiling point of its salt.

*3. Composite flame spectra for copper, barium and I.

strontium are included in Appendix 1. These hypothetical spectra would

only exist if all of the halogens were present in the flame simultancously.

!tch a condition would have no practical advantage. They were included,

however, to illustrate wavelength shifts which can be expected by halogen

variation.

i. Chomiluminesconce

(1) Chamiluminescence was discussed briefly in the Spectrum

vs Emitter Section. This phenomenon was also mentioned in the descrip.

tion of copper color production. The characteristic of C-Type chowl-

luminescence that is of particular importance is the ability of

S! ..4
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a small number of molecules to emit an abnormally large amount of radiation.

The effect is rewrkable. BaU has a dissociation energy of 124 K cal/mole

and &aOUH is estimated to have a dissociation energy (into Ba and U1i) of

less than 6U K cal/mole, Sugden based on that data estimated the ratio

of BaO:Ba;BaOHi in a typical flame to be roughly 1U3 :l:10"3  It, therefore,

is remarkable that such a small quantity of kBaUli will emit such an in-

tense green color. C-Type chemiluminescence is, therefore, suggested.

(2) It is emphasized that C-Type chemiluminescence results frowL

the formation of an excited molecule directly in the excited state in

amounts bearing little or no relation to the ground-state concentrations.

'rho molecular emissions are probably due to molecules that have no in-

dependent existence outside the flame. The phenomenon is not a thermal

type excitation and, therefore. must be considered as a radiation source

in addition to thermal radiations. The strong strontium red, barium green

and copper green colors in a flame have been attributed primarily to

C-Type chemiluminesconce of SrHL, isaOli and CuU1I.

j. bmission Suppression and Intensification

(1) Pyrotechnicians empirically learned to avoid the use ot

various compounds in colored flame compositions. When used, serious

degeneration of the color often results,. .nmission suppression of alkaline
7

earth radiations is caused by elements such as aluminum, boron, chromium,

phosphorus, silicon, iron, beryllium and sulfur. The suppression app.ears

to be based on the formation of molecular compounds with the alkaline

earth metals which are either difficult to evaporate or difficult to
dissociate. Many of the suppressors possessS the ability to foimi aniuns

2S S. t
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such as the aluminates, borates, phosphates, chromates and sulfates.

This phenomenon is one of the reasons why magnesium is used as a fuel

instead of aluminum and why pyrotechnicians have been unable to color

the flame from standard day-night type phosphorus compositions.
17

(2) The red burning railroad "fusee" is shown by Ullern to

contain 10 sulfur. Sulfur is described along with other materials as

having desirable properties from the viewpoint of being slow and cooul

burning. These references to successful commerical use in a colorod

flame composition and to its desirable properties emphasize that an element

or its compound may be used to advantage when the suppression propbrties

are outweighed by desirable thermodynamic, chemical and physical properties.

When ultimate perfomance is require4,the use of any of the listed

suppressors should be considered very carefully.
9

(3) Although the oxnlato anion is reported to seriously repress

sodium emission, sodium oxalate is fruquently used as a sodium donor

in yellow flame formulations. From a practical standpoint, the

suppression can frequently be tolerated because of the extremely high

intensity of the sodium atomic lines. The oxalate ion does not appear to

seriously suppress strontium or barium emission.

(4) Phosphates and sulfates strongly inhibit the emissions of
lu

most metals although sulfate has been reported as an intensifier of

boron omission. The acetate anion is generally considerod to be an in- d
tensifier. This suggests that for yellow flamUes, sodiuW acetate may be

better than sodlum oxalate. For that matter, some benefits may be

realized from using strontium or barium acotate instead of their oxalates.

2
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k. Flame Equillbria

(1) Throughout the discussions, molecule formations, dis-

sociations, ionization and similar events were described by indicating

whether or not the event would take place. Since most of the reactions

in the flawe are reversible, an equilibrium for each event must be con-

sidered. aecause, for example, of incomplete combustion and turbulence,

there is departure from equilibrium within the flame.

(2) A quasi-equilibrium is probably established between the

reactants and reaction products. In addition, there are temperature

gradients within the flame which tead to upset established equilibria. j
It would ba an advantgme to describe each occurrence in a flame with an

equilibrium constant. Under given and constant flame conditions, it

would then be possible, for example, to calculate the quantity oL a

reactant or reaction product in the flame. becuuse, however, of departure

from equilibrium, temperature gradients, turbulence. incomplete knowledge

of existing reactions in the flame and other causes of variability,

absolute statements of quantity were not used to describe events within

the flame.

(3) When it was stated that an event would or would not

occur, the reader must recognize that these judgments are not absolute

with respect to quantity. In addition, many events were describud using

rolative quantity descriptions. In most instances, the assessment was

made based on thermodynamic properties of the materials involved. For

oxample, it was stated that the low, 57 K cal/mole dissociation energy

of molecular chlorine leads to its absence from the flame. This statement

27
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was wado because of the relatively largo separation between the S7

K cal/mole dissociation energy and the energy of a 20UOUK flame which

was nominally equated to 85 K cal/mole. If the dissociation energy of

Li 2 had boon even lower, an oven smallor amount of (.12 would form.

Conversely, the more the dissociation energy is larger than the nominal

flame enargy, the more likely it is that the flame will not dissociate

the material, thereby allowing more of the material to be present in the

flae. It is in such a relative manner that each Ovent's occurrence was

described.

4. POSTULATES AND SW*IARY

a. An idually formulated pyrotechnic colored flaie composition is

one which, whan burned, produces combustion products all of which readily

omit radiation in the wavelaugth of the desired color. The preforred

teaitters of various uleoents are:

Lithium Li red

Sodium Na yu I low

Rubidium Rb raý

Cesium Cs blue

Uarium baX, IUaO~i greon

Strontium SrX, SrOI red

BIoron DIO2 Iren
6 4'lhAl lium Ti gol

Copper Cu and CuWI grecn CuX blue

X hhalogon

loni&ed potasSium, rubidiuM and cesium are useful ionization buffers.

28
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To prepare efficient formulations, pyrotechnics must be compounded to

form the neutral atom or molecules in large amounts. To do this, the

approach will vary with the element used to produce the color. Certaini

postulates apply which disregard all practical naterial considorations,

such as sensitivity, stability, hygroscopicity, combustion properties,

cost and toxicity. Such postulates which apply only to the production

of color in a flame are:

(1) Formulate the composition so that an maximu,, amount of the

preferred emitter is produced in the flawo as a Vapor.

(2) Adjust the flame operating temperature in relation to the

production of tho mAxiWUM amount of excited emitter. This requires that

thu temperature be kept low to reduce ionization and that it be kept high

enough to produce vaporization and excitation of preferred species anu

i dissociation of unwanted molecules.

(4•) U~e an ionization buffer to aid in ionization supprossion.

i Thisi is of' particular advantage when the color is the result of the alkali

, or alkaline earth nmtals.

(4J For elements whose color depends on the neutral atoaw, awrLd

the addition of materials whose elements can combine with the neutral

atoms to form molecules. IFor the remaining elements, add materials whose

uleuwnts will combine to form the preferred molucules.

(5) IVormulate to benefit from choailuminescence and enhancument

u ift cts.

(6) Select materials to reduce emission suppression which results

from many anions and numerous motals.

29
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L7) Do not introduce wauorial which is not essential to the

production of color. This will reduce unwanted emisionts and background

radiaation.

b. With consideration only to color production, it is concluded

that simultaneous compliance with all the postulates is impossible.

This reason alone maker comp"ozise mandatory, Whon considerations

related to practicality are introduced, additional concossions result.

It is, therotforo, fortunato for the author that the purpose of this

presantation is to describe only the theory of coloi'ed flawe production.

Thus, it is not necessary to list faxr- orfmulae which will producc

colored i~lmes undur all c€oo ivablo conditions and in fulfillwent of

all requirements. A butter understanding of tho chemical and physical

proesses involved in colored fl"a production will, however, enable

the preparation of cOapositiWu in a more rational vaner. It Was for

thi purpose that the theories 4nd attributes associated with colored

flamae productiot were discussed and anwnorated.

SI
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APPLNUIX I

1. Lonteats

a. Spoctra Lae_

Lithium 4a

Sodiui 4a

P'otassium 4a

Rubidium Sa

cesium 5a

Thallium Sa

BariuI ba

Str;ontium Sa

Aoron ! 0a

Coppe r l11a

b. Chromaticity Uata Diagraw y3a

2. Symbol s

4 w Wavelength in An~strows1

1 - RulaitVo intensity

v- iloctron volts

A Anastrom

MA1 Millmicron W IDA

a. Dean, J, A., Pluiimo Photometry, McGraw-Hlll Book Cunpan)', inc.,

New York. 1960

b. Gaydon, A. U., The Spa3ctrosvopy of JF1unius, John Wiley and bos

lric,, Now York, 1957

c. Gilbert, P. T., FLlauta Spectra of the Lilutnents, Liulletin 753-A,

Beckmai Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California, 1961
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d. Harrison, G. R., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Wavelength Tables, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1956

a. I'auling, L., The Nature of the Chemical ilond, Cornell

University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1960

f. Pearse, k, W. b. and Gaydon, A. G., The Identification of

Molecular .pectra, John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 19b3

4. Discussion of Contents

a. The atomic and ionic spectra were selected from tho NIT &iavo-

length Tables. The elemental ionization potentials were calculated

from the energies listed in Table 2-! from Pamling. The electron volt,

¢y entry listed with the atowic and ionic spectra is the excitation

potential or energy required to excite that particular line. These

energy levels were selected from the NIT Tables. '1him band spectra woreu

collected from Poarse, Uean, Gaydon and Gilbert. Data concerning

continuum were selected from Gaydon and Dean.

b. The intensities, 1, are eye estimates based on a s&ale of lU

for the strongest line or band in the system. aocausv the values wore

collected from several sources, the values are very unreliable aind should

not be used for any quantitative purposes. For that watter, they are oven

unretiable for qualitative purposes.

c. Composite flawc spectra were prepared for barium, strontium and

copper. Flames will probably never correspond to those coiaposives since

all halogens will undoubtedly never be present in one pyrotochnic composi-

tion. The information was, however, collected into its composite form

so that by viewing one page, the reader can visualize the Iocacion of

various molecules with respect to the wavalongth and color which they

i*
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emit and in relation to one another. These composite spectra do not

include continuum or band emissions from molicular and free radical

products of combustion from organic compounds.

d. All emissions for a specific element or molocule are not

listed in this collection. Only the move intense and persistent lines

and buids have been mentioned. For example, 175 lines are listed for

sodium in the MIT Waevelength Tables whereas only six are listed herein.

For extensive listings of omission data, the HIT Wavelength Tables and

similar documonts mu~t be consulted.

o. A Chromaticity Data diagram which relates wavelongtlh to color

was included to aid the reader to visualize the color in relation to

variou: radiation wavelengths.

A,

_ __ - k.j+. ... ... - 'A ,. •l .. .. , W• .. .. . .. ...... .. .. • .+ •.s . -~ .~, -~ . .-* :._ , w ... .. --- _ ._ -, p... ¶ •_ •
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LITHIUM

1. Llomental Lithium Ionization Potential 5.39 e'r

Atomic Spoctrim *oic Spectrum

67V7.8 I• i16 (None Located)

4603.0 4.5 4 Continuum 460 to 320 ravt

3232.6 3.8 3

SODIUM

1. L1emental Sodium Ionization Potential 5.14 cv

Atomic Spectrum Ionic spectrum,
1 "(None Located)

5895.9 2.1 9
5889,9 2.1 10 Continuum 602 to 360 mVa

5688.2 4.3 -
5682.7 4.3 -
3303.0 3.7 4
3302.3 3.7 4

POTAýS IUM

1. Llemental Potassium Ionization Potential 4.34 
Ao

1.6 9 (Nono Located)

7664.9 1.b l14047.2 3.0 4 ContinuwU 570 to 340 mrn

4044.1 3.1 5

j 4aii
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RUBID I M L Ui

1. Llemental RubidiuM Ionization Potential 4.18 ev

Atamic Spuctrum Ionic Spectrum
x LV I oi etru

7947.6 17961-0 (None Located)

7800.2 1.6 10
b298.6 --- 5
4215.6 2.9 8

4201.9 2.9 8

LLSIUM

I. LlemOrntl Cesium Ionization Potontial 3.89 ev

Atumic Spctr?.l i
l €• I Ionic Spect ru=

894.5 1."4 1" (None Located)

8521.1 1.4 10
4593.2 2.7 7
4555.4 2.7 8

kIRALLIUM

1i. lemental ThalliuM Ionization Potential 6.11 9v

Atomic Spectrum

3775.7 3.3 9

3519.2 4.5 7
3229.8 4.8
2918.3 5.2 2
2767,9 4.5 2

r II
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BARIUM

1. Llemental Barium Ionization Potontial 5.21 cv

Atomic Spectrum Ionic Spectrum
X EN I A, v I

5777.7 3.8 J 4934.1 7.7 4
5535.6 2.2 10 4S54.0 7.9 10
5519.1 3.8 6 4130.7 10.9 0.5
5424.6 3.8 1 3891.8 10.9 0.2
3071,6 4.0 1 233S.3 11.2 0.6

2. BaOli 6and Spectrum
GCron bands, maxima 487, 512, 515 and 527 mu

3. OaO Band Spectrum

l I ). 1 • I

70~7.4 T 6039,6 53ZI..7 W
6782.8 8 5976.3 3 5214.7 7
6493.1 9 5864.5 10 S086.7 6

6291.0 8 5805.1 6 49b6.4 3
6224.7 6 5701.0 8 4850.6 6
0165.1 6 5044.1 9 4680.3 5

6102.3 5 5492.7 10

4. Barium Oxide (emitter species unuarlain)
Hand &roups at 4800. 5020 and 5500 A. The 5500 group shows two

main barnds at 5445-5452 and 5482-5488. 1)and heads have been observed
from 4730 to 4855 and from 5007 to 5018,

S. aBr, Band SpectrwO

s45s.. T 5260.6 T
5360.1 10 520S,2 10
5305.5 6 5156.4 5

6. DaCI Band spoctxum

53Z0.8 3' 5139.2}
5240.5 10 5136 1.
5213 1 506b 1
S167 2

6a

• , • '• I, ' I

• ,+ /-,.• L: ' ---- ' " •- = • -. - - - ": : - -: - _l_ _ J l_ ,,,a,* . . - ,-.,,, ., -
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7. gaF Band Spectrum

Green System

500.(0 8
4992.1 5
4950.8 10

Lxtromo Red System
S I I

x 16958.7 s
740•.8 1 0~,

7142.0 10 0935.1 0
7119.2 LO

8. Ba Band spectrum

s381.7 7
5260
51(•0 -

9. barium Composite 11ame 5pectrum

7430.8 T Bai 5644.1 9 , S208.2 I0 V ar

7142.0 10 Sal' 5609.S 10 Bal 5107 2 BaCl

* 7119.2 10 BUlI SS5.6 10 BS S160 - Bal

7097.4 S U30 5519.1 2 51a 51(.4 5 ilaBr

6951,7 6 ilav 5492.7 10 Liao SB0. aG

693ý.l 6 11aF $424.6 1 Ba S139,2} 1o bll

0782.8 8 BaO 5415.9 4 BaBr 513b )

6493.1 9 DaO S381.7 7 Bal 5120 - 3alT

5291.0 8 BaG 5360.1 10 Ua8r 50t4M6.7 0 IBaO

6224.7 6 BaO 5349,7 8 WaG 506ý5 I BaCI

6165.1 6 UaU 5320.8 3 BaCi 5000.6 8 8al

6102.3 5 BaG 5305.15 b badr 4492.1 5 5aF

o039 .b 9 Bao 5270 - BaOd 43Jb,4 3 ba4

5976.3 4 • aO 5260.6 4 BHaf 4950,8 10 HaF' j

5864,5 10 BaO 5260 . Bal 4934.1 4 Ba4

5805.1 b Bao 5240.5 1 ac I 487U l aulI

5777.7 5 Ba 5214.7 7 aaU 48S0.6 b OaO

S701.0 8 UQa 5213 1 BaCI 4080. 3  5 BaO
4554.U 10 Ba÷

. .. ..'74 Ii
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STRONIUM

1. Elemental Strontium Ionization Potential 5.69 cv

Atomic Spectrum Ionic Spectrum

x ev I A cv I
4962.3 4.j 1 430-5.5 11.6 074
4872.5 4.3 2 4215.5 6.6 3
4832.1 4.3 5 4077.7 8.7 4
4607.3 2.7 10 3474.9 12.2 0.8

3464.6 12.2 2
3380.7 32.2 1.5

2. SrBr band Spectrum

66jb.7 I1 (iias a weak violet system)
b5l13.0 10

3. 6rCl Band Spectrum

6755.6 641.3
6744.7 S 6362.4 S
6619.9 5 6358.7 10
6613.7 10 6239.3 2

4. SrLV Band Spoctrum

6655.6 7 419.U) 5 7772i.5
I! b632.7 10 6394.7) 52

6527.6 7 530b.1) 8 5622 to 5670
6s12.0 10 6283.1)

S. SrI Band Spectrum

7094.0 U 6767.8 10
7Ui1.0 10 6691.5 a
7911. 0 106662,S 8
6184 7.7 10 6177.3 4

b. SrOki Band Spoctrum

600 6114.2 6109.6 T
6675 6111.8 6101.1 3
6590 6109.8 6095.9 4
6460 6107.9 6089.9 6

6107.5 6084.7 10
6105.2 6076.6 8

6050 Strong
7. Sr20, Band spectrku

5950
U5969

L8
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8. Strontium Composite Flame Spectrum

x .STe 1 15x ISece Species
7094.0 T SOi 65277.b 7 brr- 0107.9 - Sr~iI
7011.0 10 Srl 6513.0 10 Sr~r 6107.5 - S'0 ii
b930.2 10 Srl 6512.0 10 SrF 610S.2 - SrOli
t(147.7 10 Srl 6482.9 4 SrC1 6095.9 4 6rOLi
6820 - SrOHI o460 - si-l 6089.9 6 Sruli
6767.8 10 Srl 6419.0) 6084.7 1W SrOlI
675S.6 3 SKICl 6394.7) 8 St}F 6076.o s SrOlI
6744.7 5 SrCL 6362.4 5 srCl 6050 - SrOti
6691.5 a Srl 6358.7 10 SrCl 5779.S - 3 rF
#675 - Si-Oh 630)6.1} 5772.0 - Sri:
b6bb.7 10 Srilr 6283.1) 5 SrF622}
6662.3 8 Srl 6239.3 2 SKI 5670)
6655.6 7 SrF 6177.3 4 !ir- 4962.3 3 Sr
o632.7 10 SrF 6114.2 - SrOll 4872.M 2 Sr
6619.9 5 Srcl 6111.8 - SrOli 4832.1 5 Sr
6613.7 10 Sircl b19.8 - Sruii 46U7.3 10 Sr
0590 - Si-ilt 6109.0 1 SrOil

i~ 9
4 9a

- '
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BORON

1. Elementai Boron lonlzation Potential 8.2VJ c,

Atomic Spectruw ionic Spectral

2497.7 4.9 S343-1.4 20.9 0.O5
2496.8 4.9 4

2. B11 (may be UF2 or UF3) Uand Spectrum

Yellow Systom
x I x I X I

5993.8 8f 5822.1 117 5803.8 'C
5984.4 6 S81S.L 8 56u4. 6
6825.7 7 5807.3

iluo Gfo•in System
x I x, I

547U.8 U 540. 441. 4 'C
54•U.l 4 4464.9 8 4443.5 6

5. B 2 iiand Spectrum

62ou 'r S450 471T) IN
bt)30 7 Slau 6 4!i20 I
5800 7 4930 5

.LolOa
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CUPPLIt A

1. 1lrmental Copper lonization Potential 7.73 k'v

Atomic Spectrum Ionic Spectrua

$226.1 -- 4 T
5218.2 6.2 5 2247.0 15.9
5153.2 0.2 4 2.12.3 1•.2
51065. 3.8 4 2130~.0 1u.2
3274.0 3.8 9
3247.S 3.8 10

2. Cubr Land SpucztWu

S032.2 0 4883.4 4810.4 72
4954.7 4 4879,3 8 4341.1 10

4288.u 7
S. Cuci band spectrwSA I A I A I

5202.3 6 4881.S 4$15.9
5152 3 4846.U 3 4433.8 9
4982.2 2 4788. 2 4353.9 1 Q
4VJ46.1 1 475S.7 1 4280,9 9

Additional bands toward the ultraviolet.

4. Cut band Spectru*

5494.1 15312.4 IT! 107. 3 'SI
5477.1 4 5297.5 6 6101.9 3
S461.3 3 S3.8 4 S072.4 10

5402,2 5 5241.0 3 !) U34 1 3I
5486.S 6 5226.1 5 5011.7 7
5371.5 S s212.2 7 49,3.9 4
53S7.4 3 515S.8 3 4968.3 $
5328.5 3 S141.1 7 491V.1 3

Additional bmads exist toward the ultraviolet.
,S. LJuU Band Spectrzuw

Orange iwgioa
65. b376.9 b05'9.3

030 - 0294 .t 0 0045.1 9
6493.4 1 6280.9 I 5847.b 3
6430,0 3 b161.5 9 5832.7 2
640U.4 S t146,8 8 5827.7 1

Green Region: Large nwvber of week bpnds including a littlu
group of heads betweln S237 and b228 A, and hoads at 5344, 5313,
5308, 5279 and S274 A iaitter uncaertain.

Ila



6. CuOU Hand Spectrui

Strong diffuse band in green at 5350 to 5550 A and a woa
band in the orange-red at 6150 to 6250 X. Wide bands h:
also boen reported at 505 m4 and 524 mu.

7. CLu Band Spoctxwm

5685.7 6 5061.1 7 4t26. 65677.2 5 So52.3 6 490J1.3 S
4781 .9 4

S. CUl Band System at 4280 X.

9. Copper Composite Persistent Flame Spoctpte

I;
5469,4 6" = S12.4 T SU52.3 i CuF 23
6294.0 5 cU( $308 - cu( 5030 - CuM
6250) CuQi 5297.S 6 Cul 5019.7 7 Lui
6150) 5223.6 4 Cul 4983.9 4 Cul
6161.5 9 Cut) 5$279 - CUL 4968.3 5 cuI
6146.3 8 Cuo 5274 - cU9 4954.7 4 Cuijr

6059.3 l U Cul 5141.1 7 CuCI 4932.0 8 uCU
6U45.1 9 CLU 5240 - Cu011 4926.8 1 CuF,'
5694.3 6 CUF 502372 1 C CUL 4901.S 5 Cu0, SuSS,7 6 (;uF 5228) 4883.4 4 L~uBr

S5077.2 5 LuF; 5226,1 5 Lui 4881.5 4 cu(;I

5 50) 5220.1 4 Cu 4879.3 8 CuBr

- CIAuJ

5350) " $J 218.2 4 Cu 4781.9 4 LuF
5477.1 4 cul 5212.2 7 Cul 45i1ý.9 5 Cu•1l,
S4U2.2 S (3ul 5153.2 4 C2u 4433. u 9 CuCI
S406,S 6 cul 5141.1 7 LCul 43S3.9 IU Lut2/
S371.5 5 cul 5105.S 4 Cu 4341,1 I , U • •Lu'
S344 . cu() $072.6 10 cul 42l88.o 7 c•ubr!

S313 - (uO 5061.1 7 CuF 428U.9 9 cucl I

4280.U - LuWt

12a

LH
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APPLNDIX 11

1. Contents

b. Thermodynamic and Physical Properties

Carbon, Hydrogen and Gases 4b

Lithiuaw

Sodium 6b

Potassium 7b

RubidiuA 8b

Cesium 9b

Strontium lob

Bari= lib

B~uron 12b

Thallium 1'• 13b

, * Copper -. 14b

2. Symbol% , ,

S=Gas stato

I - Liquid stato

c n L3rystallinri state •

"K w Dogrues Kelvin

d -4 decomposes

1f = Heat o"f formation

4F =Free entergy of formation

V U issociution energy

lb.

4, Sam
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ýupurscript if,

SGaYdonF A. G. aid Wolflard, ki. G;,, Vlamos, Their Structure,

Radiation and Temperaturo, Lhupi•an and liall Ltd., London , MU.

iu[)erscript g.

Gaydon, A, C., Dissociation Lnnor~is and Spectra of Uiatomic

Moleculos, Chapoan and 11all Ltd., London, 1953.

"Luperscript m.

Miullor, J. IV., A Conprohonsivo ''reati"e on Inor•anic and Thouretical

Lhomistry, John Wilny and Sons, Inc., Now York, 16 Voluiaus, 1937-19tMi.

Superscript r.

Rossini, 0. et al,, Soloetod Vulucs of Cheiitical Thornmudynamiic

Propertios, National bureau of Standards Clrcular 5UU, Fob. 1952.

Supcrscript st.

Stull, U. R. and Silke, G. C., Thormodynmaic Properties of the

LlUoents, American Chumicial Sociuty, Advancus in Chemistry Series 18,

1956,

I2U'.W

iJb
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Superscript S.

Sugdun m, M. ifth Symiposiunm (lnteruiational) on (lunhust ion,

Reinhold Publ~ishing Corp., Now York, 19S5, pageu 4Uu.

suporsicript w.

Wilkins, R.* L., Theoretlial Lvaluation ai Lhcicnial Propellants,

6uporszr1pt j.

StulI) It a a.,JANAF 'Ihormiwchowuic DtaIUt, oow Chumidcal (;Q.,

Midland, Micvh., 1960-19b3. Prepared undur AdvLIIIutd Resorch I'iujuctt

A~oncy Pr'ogram, U. S. Air Furce Contract No. A3(d)dU
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CARBION, iYL)ROUGN L4 GAýi`

Froe Encrgyj Dissociation

Of Formation Heat of Formation Energy

(K erill~o1e) -(K cd/uiOle) (K esI/nIole)
Sp2O00 0°K 2'8.15"K 0OK 298.154K

1420 -32.4 -S7.1 -57.8 219.3 221.5

B20 0 103.2 104.2

Oa *2,16 ,o 0.0 loo.o 101.6

M Ii1 -25.5 -22.0 -2:•. 102.2 103.1
ji 67.2 -64.2 .6S.13 134.2 134.6

r.,.,r 86.4g
ILI ÷6.7 r +,,.2r 70.49

0 0 36. 7  56.7

0, 0 0 118.0 119.1

C6  -,68.4 -27.2 -26.4 256.2 257.3

Cu2  -94,7 -94.0 -94.1 381.9 384.5

All gas state.

Roferences: Wilkins except a4. noted by superscript.

1

•i' 4b
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LITILIUM

Free bnargy3 Heat Dissociation
Of Pormation Of Formation L"iergy boiling Mh',1tink
(K cal/mole) (K cal/mole) (K cal/raole) Point Point

,Species tate 2000"K 298.lS_ K U'4 KK OK

Li 163sa 454J
Li 2 0 -64.2 -142.6i 276 17U0J

AF changes sign from - to + at 3OU0'0I9
Lio g -37.1g 17O 2609
hif c +23.0 - 2 7 . 71 " ..

AF changes sign f'rom - to + at 12U0 K,
Lid 1 *15.6 -15,1ý d1 2 4 5 J

A41 changes sign from - to + at 13000K
Liil 9 +10,7 +52. 1j. 5so(5891
LiOll z -5,".b -116 6i 263 7,14J

LiOtl I -46.6 -114. i %185u1
AF changas sign from -to + at 3100°KLiiL g -0.0O. -5T. 71 215 t

LilF -93.9 -140 2u2 1121J
S-14U, 137 9

LiW 1 -98.9 -14UJ 1966
UiF -98.0 .do.5, 80,7LiCl c -50.1 -'97;9. 1159 8803
LiCl 1 -55.1 -93.4) 1655i

AV chunges from- to 4,.utý 3700*K

LICI g -62.8 -43.8)
LiLr C -83 7r 1U00 2239,u 1 41 583r
LI c 4. 8 r 8g 722
Ii -_16r 1444

Rfevences: Wilkins except as noted by superscript.

Sb

i .
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SOD3IUM

Free Lnergy) locat Dissociation
Of V'oration Of Formation inergy Boiling Melting
(K cal/mole) (K cal/molo) (k cal/mole) Point Point

Species State 2000*K 298.156K 011K____

Na 1177j 371
Na2 C -b1.9 d37 3"

c -120.6 ( 733
Na2O C -1.67 -99.4, >1623 1190J

Na2 0 1 -8.b0 -93.2j
AV chanos sign from -,to + at 22t0UKSNali C - 13.0J 479 d7OO.,

+21. IL t 'SUOK. AI" Changes Si811 fromt to + at 700°K

Nail g +19.4 +29'8
NaOulI -21.6 -102 593

.835.
NaOll 1 -24.9 -uO0j •14 S0

&F changes sign froA - to + at 2600%K

•NuOll -38.0 -55 .4-Na4 c -72.7 -136 107g 12851

-122s 12t8 "
NO.F 1 -77.2 -131 210j'NaV -73.2 -67J

-aI ¢ ,41.1 -98.o2 97.09 10611
.96+U 10I 77'n

Nu(;I 1 -46.'8 .93.2j 17901

AF changes sip, fProm - to + at 37UU"K

1g -52.0 -43,5 1738
NaJtr c -Bb 87.59 1U20"

SNaBr 9 -36 1665
Nal c -69 70.Gg 935
Nal g -21 1S77

Kafev'onces: Riossini except as noted by superscript.

tW

"(!!
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POTASS I UM

Free Emergyj heat Uissociation
of Formation Of Formation Lnergy Loiing Multing
(K cal/mole) (K caI/mole) (K cal/mob1 ) Point Point

Specias State 2000K 298.1•0K o0K 0K OK

K 1039st ssu

K u -86. 4 sublinus 1154

K202  c -118 dJ152M 7b3

K20 3  c -125 dgaln 703

, c -134 d9)3 S 053
KL c -13.8J 42.99 d69OJ

+23.6 at 15000K. &F changes 3ign from - to + at 7UUOK

Kil +21.7 +29.4
K~tI c -t10 .8

S6s
Wit 1 -25.9 -98. 71 16O
Kc -134.5 115. 1775 1129

KUl -S1.6 1680

KL , -1O4.2 101.4k 1U43

Mir C. -93.7 90.6f 10US WIl

KI c -78.3 76.49 1597 958

t Roforonces: Rossini oxcupt asio'tod by suporscript.

7
If

'1 7

A I

' _._ '_7b_
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WItuaDlum

Of ormation L~nergy Lw~iling Melting

saisState 298.1soK ________ st
Rb V4 st 312

RbO 0 -78.9
RbI202  c -101.7 d128411 9431n1
Rb2O3  c -116.7 d 1il 6"
Rb2U4  c -126.2 di43U 685
Rbi g 33 399
IRb014 .98.9 574

-885
Rb c 131.3 123 9 1661 1048

.124'
RbC I c -102 19 1U39 1654 990

.1U4~
Rtb~r c -93.0 929 1625 953
KbI c -78.5 779 1577 913

Refurunces: Rossin~i uxcupt as noted by sup)(rscript.

00 b
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C LS I W

Heat Dissociation
0f Formation Lnurgy Boiling Melting
(K cal/wole) (K cal/molo) Point Point

Specios Stato 298.1S5K O"K GK K

Cs 1 9 s8st 3 0 2 st
Cs 2U c -75.9 70
CS20 2  c -96.2 d.1 3 4 7  , 867'4
Cs 20 3  c -111.2 d13331' 775'
Cs 2O4  c -124.2 d15381' 7 0 5 n'
Cs'i g .29 419
CsUlt C -97.2 545

.91,s
LsF c -126,9 127U 1S24' 95S

.1283
CsCl Q -I03.5 l0bi 1573 918"lO0SS
CsBr c -94.3 9 1573 909
Cs5 Q -80.5 769 1573 894

Roior@1Ices: Rossini excupt as notod by superscript.

I

, 't '~ '
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STRONTIUM

Heat uissociation
Of Formation Lnergy Woiling Molting
(K cal/molc) (K cal/mole) Point Point

Species State 298.15K 0.oK OK OK

Sr 1640st 1043
SrO c -141 106g 3 2 7 3 1m 2688
Sw C -153
Sr c -154
Sra .+52 ski
Sr1i c -42
Sr(1)02 c -229
SrF g -5 629
SrF C -290 1673
SrR~ a +9 589

SrCl2  C -198 1148
$rBr2 c -171 t)16
SrI 2  C -135 788
Srl 4bg

References: Rossini except as noted by suporscript.

10b
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8ARLUM

Hteat Uissociation
Of Formation Energy Boiling Melting
(K cal/wole) (K cal/mole) Point Point

S State 298.1S*K ON

LS 1 9 10 -t s8 3 5t

BaO c -133 124y 2273g 21.90
BaO2 c -150B%• c -147

g a 52 4 1g
Bai2 c -41
ba(&1J 2  c -226 681

a .-9 Oki
BaF c -287 1673' 1593
BaCd g +24
"8CI c -111 $19
MaCI 2  c -205 1235

B&1z' 2  C -180 1123
161 2  C -144 1013

iI.eferences: Rossini except as noted by superscript.

1 lb
Slib ;
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BORON

Frae LnergyJ Heat Dissociation
Of Foraition Of Formation Energy Boiling
(K Cal/mole) (K cal/mole) (K cal/molo) Point

Species Stato 2000"K 298.150K _____

(23 13r LAlting point) 394D9,9
60 -39.1 *3.74J 188 (1759)

AF chkanges sign from * ao - at 2006L
(UU) 2  g -119.8 -110.8a 491 Not Isolateda

AF changes sign from - to + at 5800K
B203 -188.6 -505 749 7230

umolting rdin
8203 1 -194.0 -301J 2520Se tj

AP changes sign from - to * at 48•0%"
H 3 -177.5 -208 652

+ '59.7 +lO6J 68099)
B"2 *41.0 +6 6 .0O

SI4 g .33.3 .18 270
bF -87.4 :4S .5 196
bF2 9 -149 -134j 327:F/ g -240 -270 458 174r

g -1.5 *4 2 .$ 1l89
AF changes sign frowi +.to - at 20006K

BC1 2  -39.1 -20.7
LIC1 g -72.6 -U7.IJ 285.6r

AF changes sign from - to * at 4909"g
Br g +2Sr 97

b3rS I -57.9J 364.4J
-32's at 150041

. r 3  g -37.2 -49.7J
3F changes sign from - to + at 42000K

3  g 15.0 *1.J
between 298% sad 6OU00K, A• is negative only
in 400IK to 600'K range. li that range it

reaches maxiawa negative -1.684.
S-18.5 -60.3 30(1

AF changes sign from - to + at 2900"K
UN A .154 92I5(929)

References: Wilkins except as noted by superscript.
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IWTN No. 71

T~iALLIU?4

Hleat Uissociation
Of Formation Lnorgy B3ilisig M•oting

(K cal/mole) (K Cal/mole) Point Point

apcias State 298.150K Q*K

TI L740st 57 7 st

r0i c -41.9 773 573

T1203 -0 4V 1073 990

T1 9 g +48 466

TIOiI C -56.9
TI (M• 3 C -122
TIF 9 -33 1l9g 923 bOO

TICI g -16 1079

TICI C -49 87 g 703

TICI 3  c -83,9
TIer g -5 109 7
T16xr C -41 74732
T1I 3  c -S9
TII g #7 1098

TiI a -30 bOt 713

1iozerencos; Rossini except as noted by superscript.

-,
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IWTN No. 71

Heat LIssociation
Of Formation Enorgy aoiling Molting
(K Cal/mole) (K cAl/mole) Point Point

Spcis stato 298.15' _KOK *

cu 285 035b
Cu g #35
c*O c -37.1 1139 - 28 0 01 1337'4
Cu 0 C -39.8 d2073" 1502
Cli + 71 0
Cu(OUl 2  c -107
Cull c +44 099 sublizes 1473w 11814
Culp c -127 d773 to Cu04
CuCd a 32
•ucI c -32 859 12271J 703

to

CuCl 2  c -49 d 771%
Cubr • #38
Cuar c -2s 78 a 1134;] 761to°

11227

CuDV2  c -33 d 771
Cul - +62
•ul c -16 4b0 1032m 861

to

Cu12 C -1.7 Solid not isolated

RioCe'oncOs RuKasii except us noted by superscript.

i I
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U.S. NAval Awmunilion Depo, Crane, Indiana 1. Fhlamci, Colored
O(IU'N No. 71) 2. Flare, Colored

iT[1]PORY oF COLORED FLANM PRODUCTION 3. Emissions
SBarnard E. Douda, 20 March 1964 4. Lllnvtters
33 p & appendix I & I I Unclasgified .9. Spectra, f I ame

Th, thuoria: anrd attributes associatud with -1. Titl
colored f!Lame production ara presealtud. I1. 1UY.PN No. 7t
Vat'ability of umittars, emin ion arnd color ITTI. boucldb B.E.
with flame tumporrtxure is discuuemd in I

rIiltion to thrrnodynamnic proparties of the
reActuntti and combustion products,

'II
II

,I,

tO tn0tf.'lff W.i. I


